Energy Conservation

FACILITIES/ENERGY/SUSTAINABILITY MANAGER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. Who is our school’s or district’s energy provider?

____________________________________________________________________________________

2. Does any of the school district’s energy come from renewable energy sources? If yes, which sources?

___ yes ___ no

___ solar ___ wind ___ hydro ___ geothermal ___ other ________________________________

3. Is the equipment used for heating cooling the school, certified ENERGY STAR?

___ yes ___ partially ___ no ___ unsure

4. Are the school’s appliances certified ENERGY STAR?

___ yes ___ partially ___ no ___ unsure

5. As events are planned at school, is energy use considered when deciding which rooms or parts of the building to use?

___ yes ___ no ___ unsure

6. How much electricity does your school use in a month or quarter?

________________________ kilowatt hours (kWh) ___ unable to assess

7. What is the cost of electricity at your school in a month or a quarter?

$__________________ ___ unable to assess